PRODUCT SHEET

LA MANUFACTURE
Saint-Rémy – Outdoor modular sofa
Design by Luca Nichetto
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LA MANUFACTURE

Saint-Rémy is an outdoor sofa designed to
incorporate the least number of elements possible,
each with several possible uses for a decidedly
modular product.
Variations in cushion shapes are kept to a
minimum to promote adaptability, allowing for
instance a back cushion to pivot and be used
as an armrest. The bolster-shaped cylindrical
cushions are a reference to the familiar vocabulary
of La Manufacture’s Luizet sofa. Textile straps
reminiscent of hiking backpacks provide both a
visual accent and a practical solution to secure the
cushions in position.
The sofa looks as if it is wrapped in precious
wrapping paper, like a gift. Boasting a palette of
elegant and calming colours, Saint-Rémy stands out
as a hybrid seating design that will suit both indoor
and outdoor environments.
Design by Luca Nichetto

PRODUCT NAME
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LA MANUFACTURE

SAINT-RÉMY
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LA MANUFACTURE

SAINT-RÉMY
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LA MANUFACTURE

VARIANTS AND SIZES

Size:
W3300xD1100xH675mm

Size:
W3300xD1100xH675mm

Size:
W3300xD3300xH675mm

SAINT-RÉMY

LUCA NICHETTO

Italian designer Luca Nichetto is La Manufacture’s
Art Director.
He was born in Venice in 1976 and remained
in the city to study at the IUAV’s University
Institute of Architecture, where he earned a
degree in industrial design. In 1999, he started his
professional career designing his first Murano glass
projects for Salviati. He then went on to become
a consultant for the lighting brand Foscarini. In
2006, he founded his own practice in Venice,
which focuses on both industrial design and design
consulting. Five years later, in 2011, Nichetto
opened a second studio in Stockholm, Sweden,
where he now works and resides.
Throughout his career, Nichetto has served as an
Art Director for many international design brands.

LA MANUFACTURE

La Manufacture is a brand where design and
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international
designers. Each collection will highlight worldclass craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and
enduring quality.

CONTACTS

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr

Size:
W2200xD1100xH675mm

Size: W3300xD1100xH675
HS415mm

COLORS
Legs:

Platform:

Upholstery:

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

upholstery: fabric or leather
structure platform: black powder-coated aluminium
legs: black powder-coated aluminium or solid dark beech

